Theoretical Re-Study on One-Way Barcode Communication Between Networks and Its Application Prospects
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Abstract: Information communication between networks is greatly growing, and its security becomes more important. In this article, a new way of network security communication, namely barcode communication was investigated. It used the general principle of the computer to quantify the information and generate the barcode instantly, and it was showed by using the micro-display. Then the micro-camera is used to identify the barcode on the display to restore the original information in the optical principle. Faster and more efficient communication technologies, such as the principle of macro wireless communication technology, can receive complete information to achieve the purpose of information transmission. The barcode information communication method was one-way and irreversible, and it was safe and can ensure communication security between networks. It is the fourth communication method different from wired, wireless and medium modes: one-way barcode communication mode (referred to as “one-way communication”).
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1. Introduction

Strictly speaking, barcode communication has existed since John Kermode, the odd "whimsical" American inventor, created the first barcode in the Westinghouse laboratory, which was only used in mail sorting at that moment. This invention, however, was later improved and widely employed in people's daily life and work, and has spread from complex single use at the beginning, to today's vast modern application. This paper proposes, in view of the high security requirements for network-based communication, the use of OBC to transmit between networks relatively fixed (standard, content, time, etc.) messages. In particular, when government departments, social groups and economic organizations have to publish any information of fixed content in a timely way, fixed standard and fixed format, and wired networks, wireless networks and media copies may not be safe enough for such purposes: this kind of communication will ensure safe transmission. OBC refers to a special way of communication to transmit messages between networks by employing basic principles of computer application, optical principles of barcode technology (e.g., RFID technology) [1-3], and micro-range wireless communication (e.g., NFC technology) [4-7]. This method is safe, reliable and practical, and addresses the concerns of government departments, social groups, and economic organizations about communication security.

With the development of modern information technology, safe transmission of information between different networks has become an inevitable requirement. However, there, indeed, exists in the current assurance measures of firewall and gateway some serious potential loopholes in communication safety. This paper discusses a brand-new, safe method to transmit messages between networks: OBC (a special way to identify and transmit barcode messages through photoelectric technology, and send a receipt message via a separate way to feed back the message integrity) and its application.
2. Basic Concepts

2.1. Communication

Communication refers to the exchange and transmission of information between persons, or between humans and the nature of that transmission through a certain action or medium. In a broad sense, it may be that two or more parties, in need of information, voluntarily adopt any method or medium to transfer messages from one party to any other party, accurately and safely [8]. In short, the process of message transmission is the transmission or exchange of information from one point to another through a certain medium. The purpose is to realize information transmission or exchange; in other words, communication is the transmission or exchange of information in some way between different subjects. In this sense, any transmission or exchange of information from one subject to another, regardless of the method or way of communication employed, is "communication". Now, signals passing through channels could be languages, sounds, words, images or data, constituting multimedia communication. With wired and wireless communication facilities, integrated with communications in the broad sense, e.g., television and computer networks, have now developed information ports and high-speed channels. Thanks to the use of single-photon and optical amplifiers, communication rates can be raised to 2Mbps or even higher. It's safe to say, the communication is the exchange of information from one point to another through a certain medium to transfer messages from one party to any other in a quantitative and instantaneous way. These are then shown, in batches, on a fixed micro display, recognized and translated back to the original messages, in batches, by a micro camera (micro reader) and computer software employing optical principles (i.e., RFID technology [10]), and then, send a receipt message via a separate, faster and more efficient way of transmission (e.g., NFC technology in micro-range wireless communication) to feed back the integrity of the messages. This communication method is called one-way communication to distinguish it from simplex communication. The transmission rate of the main channel is not faster than that of the auxiliary feedback channel, and the two channels must be different, and the transmission volume of the former is usually much higher than that of the latter.

2.2. Barcode Communication

Barcode communication refers to a special way of communication to transmit messages between networks or subjects, by employing basic principles in computer application and optical principles of barcode technology. It is a communication method that uses an RFID reader to read and collect barcode information, and verify that information artificially [2]. Barcode, generally speaking, refers to a one-dimensional code and a two-dimensional code. The most common application of this one-dimensional code communication in our daily life is the barcode scanner to check goods in the supermarket, and the two-dimensional code is used in train ticket management, vehicle management and hospital lab report management, etc [9].

The highest requirement for communication is accurate, fast and efficient. In comparison with one-dimensional code communication, two-dimensional code communication, obviously, enjoys more advantages. In general, barcode communication in this paper refers to two-dimensional code communication. Of course, with the development of science and technology, surely there will be a three-dimensional code, four-dimensional code and other multi-dimensional codes, even color codes, multi-color codes or multi-dimensional color codes, and their corresponding "barcode communication".

2.3. One-Way Barcode Communication

One-way Barcode Communication (OBC) refers to a special way of communication, by using basic principles of computer application to turn messages into barcodes in batches, in a quantitative and instantaneous way. These are then shown, in batches, on a fixed micro display, recognized and translated back to the original messages, in batches, by a micro camera (micro reader) and computer software employing optical principles (i.e., RFID technology [10]), and then, send a receipt message via a separate, faster and more efficient way of transmission (e.g., NFC technology in micro-range wireless communication) to feed back the integrity of the messages. This communication method is called one-way communication to distinguish it from simplex communication. The transmission rate of the main channel is not faster than that of the auxiliary feedback channel, and the two channels must be different, and the transmission volume of the former is usually much higher than that of the latter.

2.4. OBC Between Networks

OBC Between Networks refers to a communication method that employs barcode technology to conduct one-way communication between networks. In particular, one network (Network A), through software and barcode technology, turns the messages to communicate into barcodes, and shows such barcodes on a micro display that can be identified by a micro camera; another network (Network B) uses a micro camera to identify at a proper range the barcodes on Network A's micro display, and translates through software the barcode information into the original uncoded messages (e.g., RFID). At the same time, micro-range NFC technology is employed to feed back receipt of the messages; and vice versa. This process is inter-network barcode communication.

3. Basic Contents

3.1. Basic Principles

For security reasons, the general principles of computer technology, optical principles of barcode technology (e.g., RFID technology), and micro-range wireless communication technology (e.g., NFC technology) are employed for one-way communication between different networks. It is a combination of two different simplex communications (one main communication and one auxiliary communication). The main message transmission is in the form of a barcode (the barcode information for each transmission includes the message to communicate and the description or definition of the quantity of message to be communicated. The described or defined "unit" is the basic unit of information quantity. As the information is transmitted, basically, in barcode, this communication is named "barcode communication"); the auxiliary feedback message is transmitted in a separate (different but not slower than the primary communication rate), faster, more efficient way, e.g., micro-range wireless communication technology NFC. Therefore, other means
such as wireless light wave transmission [11], MEMS optical switch or logic gate circuit technology may also be adopted in accordance with the actual situation [12, 13]. In a word, only "Yes" and "No", i.e., "1" and "0", are continuously and orderly fed back by means of wireless technology.

3.2. Communication Principles

(a) Instant. The preset message to communicate must be instantly transmitted in batches, and in a timely and quantitative way, just like what we do to upload or download data in daily life, which is a "seamless connection".

(b) Accurate. The preset data to transmit must be, from one point to another, "copied" completely, error-free, precisely, efficiently, and in batches.

(c) Integrity. Integrity literally means the quality of being honest and having strong moral principles, but here it is defined as true and faithful. That is, the entire process of transmitting the preset data from one subject to another complies with the following "basic assumptions". In fact, this is also the axiom of our data communication community: the industry's "backdoor" (intentional) or "bug" (unintentional). Here, only the "backdoor" concern is addressed.

(d) One-way Communication. This communication method transmits the preset data information in one direction and in batches from one point to one or more points, and at the same time feeds back the received information in a different and irreversible way (the feedback information is "Yes", and "No" to represent in "1" and "0", nothing more).

3.3. Basic Features

The features of this communication method include:

(a) One-way Communication. Obviously, the above-mentioned transmission can only be from one network (Network A) to another network (Network B). Reverse transmission of the information is impossible, i.e., the information cannot be transmitted from Network B to Network A. In order to transmit information from Network B to Network A, an identical system must be established in the opposite direction to realize communication. The photoelectric system of the camera is irreversible.

(b) Safety. Analysis shows that this type of communication is realized through the micro camera's photoelectric transmission, and we know from common sense that photoelectricity is irreversible, therefore, the communication, is safe under these assumptions.

(c) Uniqueness. At present, information communication methods between networks mainly include wireless communication (wireless network protocol), wired communication (network protocol) and media. This communication method is the fourth, i.e., OBC. This method uses the photoelectricity from the micro camera to translate the barcode generated in the barcode generator, back to the original uncoded message, restores through software (i.e., RFID technology), consolidates and publishes such messages. Therefore, it's not the wired, wireless or media communications, and should be named as a fourth type of communication: OBC. Its application principles include not only computer principles (the computer barcode generation system), but also the optical principle (the barcode identification system, i.e. RFID technology) and micro-range wireless technology principle (the feedback system, i.e. NFC technology).

(d) Comparison of major communication methods

At present, there are three major communication methods: wired, wireless and medium communication. OBC is the fourth. Their main features are given below (Table 1):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication method</th>
<th>Main features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wired communication</td>
<td>1. Synchronous, two-way, equivalent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Convenient, unsafe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Wired communication: telephone, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wireless communication (Type A)</td>
<td>1. Asynchronous, one-way, equivalent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Safe, inconvenient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Telegraph.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wireless communication (Type B)</td>
<td>1. Synchronous, two-way, equivalent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Convenient, unsafe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Mobile phone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium communication</td>
<td>1. Asynchronous, two-way, equivalent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Inconvenient, unsafe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Copied data, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-way barcode communication</td>
<td>1. Synchronous, two-way, nonequivalent (feed back &quot;0&quot; and &quot;1&quot; only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Convenient and safe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. No application for the moment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Basic Assumptions

The elemental theory that this paper studies is based on the assumption that the system maker must not intentionally sabotage or pirate the information in communication. That is, the designer of the barcode generation and identification systems does not have the intention to sabotage or pirate the information in communication, adhering to the basic communication principle of integrity. In other words, there might be bugs to be improved due to the restriction of scientific and technological ability, but it's not acceptable that a specific designer leaves any "backdoors", with the development of science and technology, there will be less and less such theoretical bugs and "backdoors".
3.5. Basic Framework

3.5.1. Components

Theoretically, the elemental components in this paper include mainly "three hards and two softs" [14]. "Three hards" refer to one micro display, one micro camera (equivalent to "reader", i.e., RFID) and one set of simple micro-range wireless feedback system (NFC) of the barcode generated and displayed, making standard and relevant protocols of which conform to the corresponding RFID and NFC. The "two softs" are the typical barcode generation system and barcode identification system. They are:

Network A: a micro display (Figure 1), a wireless receiver for information feedback (the receiving unit of micro-range wireless feedback system, i.e., the receiving CPU of NFC, Figure 2) and a set of barcode generation systems (i.e., related systems and shared hosts).

Network B: a micro camera (similar to a reader. Figure 3), a wireless transmitter for information feedback (emitting unit of the micro-range wireless feedback system: firm label with message "1" and "0", i.e., the emitting unit of NFC. See Figure 4) and a set of barcode identification systems (i.e., related systems and shared hosts).

Others: Network A is connected to the final message emitting network, and Network B is connected to the final message receiving network and auxiliary fittings, etc., (the insulated housing, corresponding weak current wire and VGA/USB interface. See Figures 5-8).
3.5.2. Architecture Diagram

The basic architecture is given below (Figure 9).

3.6. Data Flow Chart

3.6.1. Working Principle

The working principle of the elements studied in this paper is: when Network A transmits data in one direction to Network B, on one hand, the barcode generation system is installed on Network A terminal to turn the preset messages into barcodes in suitable batches (quantity, frequency and time) and show the same on the micro display; on the other hand, the barcode identification system and micro camera (i.e., micro reader) are installed on Network B terminal, point the micro camera's photoelectric beam at the barcode on Network A's micro display, instantly translate the preset messages through the barcode identification system into the original uncoded messages in suitable batches (quantity, frequency and time) (RFID technology, store the messages in Network B terminal, and, at the same time, feed back receipt by a separate, faster and more efficient way of communication (e.g., micro-range wireless communication NFC). Then, proceed to the next message transmission until the required quantity of messages are all transmitted. Obviously, this is a one-way communication (both photoelectric transmission and wireless technology are one-way operations), and thus safe.

3.6.2. Data Flow Chart

The data flow chart is given below (Figure 10).
3.7. **Scope of Application**

As one-way communication is very safe, it is suitable for those institutions to regularly publish a fixed quantity of certain information that is classified according to the laws, regulations and rules. It is safe, accurate, efficient and cost effective. This communication method features high transmission efficiency, long service life after a one-time investment, and eternal safety if regularly maintained. Suitable users include government departments such as taxation authorities, industrial and commercial administrations, police, procuratorate and court, social groups and various economic organizations. Therefore, it is of high realistic importance to study one-way communication in today's fast development of information technology.

4. **Significance of Studies**

4.1. **Widening of Inter-Network Communication Method**

Generally speaking, communication modes mainly include simplex communication, half duplex communication, full duplex communication and modern communication. Modern communication includes postal service, telephone, fax, satellite telephone, telegraph and data communications. Modern communication, from another perspective, can be divided into wired communication, wireless communication and medium communication. OBC does not belong to any of these three types of communication, i.e., it's not wired, wireless, nor medium communication, and should be named OBC, as the fourth type of communication.

4.2. **Assured Communication Safety Under Conditions**

From the architectural diagram and data flow chart of barcode communication, the most remarkable feature is that this method utilizes the photoelectricity of the micro camera to effect information communication, which is, obviously, one-way transmission, irreversible and relatively safe. The premise is, of course, that it complies with the basic assumptions. Otherwise, there might be a potential safety hazard in its information communication.

4.3. **Assured Inter-Network Information Communication in Batches**

The analysis above shows, we can carry out large-scale one-way information communication between networks so long as the hardware and system are good enough, "seamless connection" is achieved, and the information content of the communication can be updated instantly.

5. **Application Prospects**

The invention of Inter-network One-way Barcode Communication (OBC) provides us with a safe, brand-new way of message publication. In reality, it enjoys vast prospects [15, 16].

5.1. **One-Way Data Acquisition**

A new and safe information acquisition method is namely acquiring relevant information for publication. Information for publication in the past was usually collected directly or indirectly from media (paper and magnetic media), wired communication with firewalls, etc. In the case of media, information collection may not be timely, and the media can be infected with viruses, damaged or lost; with wired communication with firewalls, there exists potential safety hazards, and the information, too, can be damaged or lost. Obviously information security remained a problem in the past, regardless of the communication methods. With inter-network, OBC, however, communication safety can be guaranteed completely, as long as the development of barcode generation and decoding software is properly regulated and magnetic interference is avoided.
5.2. One-way Data Publication

It provides a brand-new, safe way to publish or provide information for relevant departments, in particular government departments (such as taxation authorities, industrial and commercial administrations, police, procuratorate, court, etc.), that shall, according to the laws, regulations and rules, publish information regularly (fixed interval, quantity, content and standard), or, in case of special departments, provide leaders' query ports with relevant information. In the past, paper tables, reports, Excel spreadsheets and Word documents were usually adopted by government departments to publish the required information, or to provide leaders' port with information. If this project is implemented, we can provide relevant detailed information on a regular basis in accordance with the requirements of government departments to publish information, or to provide information to leaders' query ports, and ensure timely and safe information communication.

5.3. Strong Scalability

It can be fused with relevant communication safety equipment, network communication equipment in particular, such as firewalls and gateways. When such communication safety equipment is installed, with this OBC module at the front or rear end, network communication protection acquires one more layer of safety, the security level of network communication is improved, and therefore, more security guarantee is achieved! Obviously, the market prospect in this respect is very broad!

6. Conclusion

"OBC" is a one-way fixed message transmission method based on barcode information, and uses computer software and photoelectric identification (equivalent to "reader") principles. This paper is a theoretical discussion and study of this one-way communication method in work, life and barcode knowledge. More detailed physical studies will be conducted in the future.

After receiving barcode information, this paper will feed back a recommendation for using micro-range wireless communication (NFC). It's possible and feasible, both in theory and in practice. In actual implementation, however, there might be some minor problems at the operational level, which, so far as the current development level of technology is concerned, are absolutely sure to be solved.
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